
#DTTTCAMPUS: Designing an End-to-End Premium Experience With UpNorway

You Will Need....

A computer 

This Mural Link ;)
Yourself 
Your willingness to particpate. 

How to use mural!

Icons are Here  Arrows and Connectors are here! Post it notes and Text boxes are
here! 

Torunn Tronsvang, Founder of UpNorway
Invited Expert View:

Who is this Workshop For?

Workshop Outcomes! 

✏️ Experience Designers
✍️ Partnership Strategists
🏔️ Destination Development Teams

Workshop Outcomes
Explore general trends related to experiential
travel
Understand what a premium experience looks
like
Consider how premium experiences can support
the destination brand
Develop new concepts and prototypes, event
testing them out:
Develop your own signature brand experience
concepts
Work with time partnerships on relevant and
opportunities
Consider how to adapt experiences for segments
and 45themes
Think and test storytelling approaches
Develop a minimum viable product and pitch it
to peers

Workshop Description

Up Norway creates highly bespoke experiences based
on an optimal match between what modern
travellers are looking for together with the
destination's ecosystem of local partners. Not only
does this provide the modern day traveller with a
personalised and meaningful travel experience, but it
considers the whole customer journey from start
to finish in the process. Together with the Up
Norway team, this workshop will look at what is
needed when it comes to designing and end-to-end
premium experience and how it can be successfully
implemented.

What DMOs can learn from Up Norway's approach
to:
Designing & Shaping
Positioning the brand
Content & Storytelling
Digital customer service
Supporting the visitor with digital end-to-end
digital experiences
Identifying totally unique ways of travel
Why design Premium Experiences?
There's a growing a market
Brand development
Social value and work with influencers
Packaging Experiences

With this perspective, you will then go out and
create your own premium experience as part of the
workshop, taking it from strategic concepts to a
fully mapped-out concept ready to take to market.

What Does a Premium Experience Look Like?

Using the diagram below map out what a premium experience looks like to you from start
to finish- looking at both a premium experience over several days, and a premium
experience within one day.
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Identifying Top Trends in Premium Experiences. 

Trend:

Trend 

Trend:

Using the section below write down as many top trends in premium experiences as
you can! Use the boxes at the bottom to identify which trends you are currently
making use of, which trends you would like to use, and which trends don't interest
you at all. 

Trend:

Trend 

Trend:

Trend:

Trend 

Trend:

We Currently Use: We would like to use: We want to avoid using:

Creating our own
experiences

Working with businesses

What businesses exist in our
destination that already offer
premium experiences?

How can we partner with local businesses to offer a
premium experience that fits our DMO brand?

Where are their opportunities to create
and build our own premium experiences
as a DMO?

What resources do we need to create our own
premium experiences?

How can you as a DMO create premium experiences? How can you as a DMO
work with businesses that already offer premium experiences to create a
premium experience that works for your DMO brand? Use the section below
to explore both working with businesses and building your own premium
experiences. 

Matching Opportunities to Businesses.

On one side of the diagram below write businesses within your destination that are able to provide premium
experiences, on the other side list opportunities within your destination for creating new premium experiences
for your target audiences. Using the pen tool or the line tool match businesses to suitable opportunities. Don't
forget to start making good connections with these businesses when you get back! 😉

Mystic Destinations
hot air ballon rental

Birds eye view of local
vineyards along with autehtnic
romantic rustic picnic and
locally produced wine

Adapting Experiences To Fit Segments and Themes. 

Now that you have had a go at designing your visitor experience how can you adapt your
visitor experience to suit different audience segments and different themes? How can you
adapt it to also suit different visitor needs- such as ability?

Segments Themes

What 

Where

Who 

Using the section below start to design your own premium
experience focusing on what your premium experience
offering would be, who would it be created for (i.e Niche
Markets and Audiences) and where in your destination this
premium experience would take place. 

What is your premium experience offer?

Where will your premium experience offer be taking
place?

Who is your premium experience targeted towards?

How to adapt your experience to
different visitor needs
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Now that you have tried designing your own premium experience and seeing how you can
adapt it to suit different timings, themes and visitor needs, now it's time to think about
how you can create stories around your premium expereience and how you would market
your premium experience on your your channels. Use the box below to map out the story
you want to create around your experience and the circle to map out how you would tell
this story on your different channels. 

Personalising the Visitor Experience. 

How can you personalise your premium experience for
different visitors. Using Up Norway's example is their a
way you can help your visitors personalise their premium
experience through your website? 

Vegan Visitors
Vegan Food Trail. 

The Experience:

How can visitors personalise this experience?

What Personalisation service can we offer on our site?

3.

4. 

5. 

Creating End-to-End Services To Meet Visitors Needs

What digitial services can you offer your visitors to ensure
their travel goes smoothly. What are your visitors needs and
what digital services can you offer to meet them. 

Visitor Needs Digital Service 
Flexible booking  On hand digital customer service that

can assist with any changes. 

Building an End-to-End Premium Experience Service. 

How can you build a brilliant online service to help your visitors
enjoy their premium experience from end-to-end. Using the section
below,  map out a flow chart of online services you can provide for
every stage of your visitors experience. 

Designed with care by Digital Tourism Think Tank#DTTTCAMPUS  #premiumexperiences

Trend: Trend: Trend:

4. 

Creating Stories and Marketing Your Premium Experience Online. Designing Your Own Stories
Creating Premium Experiences within your DMO Brand. 


